Mechanistic insights into the superoxide-cytochrome c reaction by lysine surface scanning.
This study summarizes results which have been obtained by a mutational study of human cytochrome c. The protein can be used as a recognition element in analytical assays and biosensors for superoxide radicals since ferricytochrome c reacts with superoxide to form ferrocytochrome c and oxygen. Here lysine mutagenesis of the distal surface (i.e., of exposed residues around the Met80 axial ligand) of human cytochrome c was pursued to evaluate the effect of the surface charges on the reaction rate with the superoxide anion radical and on the redox properties of the heme protein. The latter feature is particularly relevant when the protein is immobilized on a negatively charged self-assembled monolayer on an electrode to be used as a biosensor. The observed effects of the mutations are rationalized through structural investigations based on solution NMR spectroscopy and computational analysis of the surface electrostatics. The results suggest the presence of a specific path that guides superoxide toward an efficient reaction site. Localized positive charges at the rim of the entry channel are effective in increasing the reaction rate, whereas diffused positive charges or charges far from this area are not effective or are even detrimental, resulting in a misguided approach of the anion to the protein surface.